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The conflicting messages of Russian family policy: Are families with many children a problem 

or a solution? 

 

The goal of Russian population, family, and health policy programs is the highest possible 

number of children being born. Texts also contain a hidden agenda where children should be 

born into good families. In Russia, families with many children and one-parent families are 

often included in the category of problem families. At the same time, larger family size is 

strived for in the state’s population policy.  

 

Russian population and family policy documents create a statement that the economic 

incentives and strengthening of family values would increase fertility. In this paper I focus on 

value-based arguments as they are increasingly employed in Russian family and population 

policies. How and when do Russian state actors use value-based arguments in policy texts 

concerning families and fertility? What does it mean that discourses on strengthening of family 

values, on the hand, and problem families, on the other hand, are used simultaneously in 

Russian policy rhetoric? 
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The data is composed of three types of material: 1) federal policy programs and presidential 

speeches concerning fertility 2) laws concerning family support and 3) interviews with family 

workers engaged in practical work in Russian Karelia. The data is produced between 1995 and 

2009.   

 

The method employed in this study is textual analysis of documents. Texts are studied by 

means of the concepts of rhetorical analysis. Then, it is essential to separate appeals based on 

the character of the speaker (ethos), emotions (pathos) and logic and reason (logos). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Introduction 

 

Russian population, family and health policy programs contain an argument, which could be 

summarized as follows: as the Russian people do badly both economically and socially, less and 

less children are being born into families (Isola 2007.) This argument is demonstrated in the 

following text: 
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”Difficulties in the national economy and social development are reflected, among other things, in 

particularly high sickness figures and mortality rates and in low fertility, and they affect the health and 

the quality of nutrition of mothers and children, particularly amongst the alienated part of the 

population, as social inequality continues to deepen.” (On Approval of the Branch Programme on 

Protection and Enhancement of the Health of the Healthy for 2003–2010) 

 

Is increasing fertility the exclusive goal of Russian population policy? On one hand, the goal of 

policy programs is the highest possible number of children being born. On the other, text 

contains a hidden agenda where children should be born into good families. In April 2009 the 

“Parents’ honor” (Roditelskaya slava) law confirmed by president Medvedev grants a medal to 

married mothers or fathers with many children, and who raise their children in a socially 

responsible manner. 

 

Bearing in mind the internal inconsistency of the goals of Russian population policy, I ask what 

kind of family and population policy are Russians viewed as subjects to? As threaths to family 

are often discussed in authorities’ texts, I will continue by asking what exactly is the threat to 

the Russian family? Finally, I will further examine the positions of two family types, single 

parent and families with many children, in Russian fertility rhetoric. The purpose of these 

questions is lead into answering the most profound question: what are the population policy 

goals in Russia? 
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Russian documents discuss the crisis of the Russian family (see e.g. Gauthier 1996, 22-25). The 

crisis of the family has been discussed in Europe ever since the 19th century. The concern is 

over families losing their essential functions, the most central of which is reproduction. Chiefly, 

the threats towards the family come in the form of either moral issues, such as liberal attitudes 

towards contraception and the lessening of the role of religion, or economic uncertainty.  

 

I am assuming that a crisis of the family used for justifying family and population policy 

measures, which one of the goals is to change Russian family doing better, and it being able to 

support more children. The family institution, whose erosion is a concern, thus becomes the 

subject of family and population policy. 

 

Single parenthood and families with many children fall into the “problem family” category in 

public administration rhetoric. Problem and crisis families appear as named categories in 

policy programs. In addition to single parent families and families with many children these 

“special” or “problem” families include families of little income. Crisis families include families 

with alcoholic parents who are unable to provide their children nutrition and an upbringing, 

and where the parents are under threat of losing their parental rights. As an example, the 

family political program of St. Petersburg names three family types that are provided with 

social assistance. These include “healthy families”, “problem families” and “families in crisis”. 

The target group for “social securing” includes crisis families, single parent families, families 

with many children, and families of a low economic standing. According to Iarskaia-Smirnova 

and Romanov (2008) professionals in the social sector put a blame on and easily psychologise 
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single parents as people with multiple problems. The same goes for families with many 

children, although their population political weight is considerably more ambivalent (e.g. 

Matsikovski 1993).  

 

In Russia the increase in the number of families with many children is viewed as favourable, 

but at the same time problems that are associated with families with many children are under 

discussion. (E.g. Matsikovski 1993, Attwood 1990; Isola 2008). Families with many children are 

thus an important demographic unit in Russia (see Konovalova 2004, Iarskaia-Smirnova 2004). 

Research on the rhetoric concerning atypical families is yet to be seen. This is why I will now 

focus on speech concerning the state of the Russian family that is produced by policy programs 

concerning Russian fertility and families, and by individuals working with families. 

 

 

Family policy now and then 

 

Prokofyeva & Turuntsev & Simpura split the development of the Soviet family policy system 

into four stages. During the period between 1917 and 1935 the social insurance was 

developed, during 1935-1960 the focus was on supporting families with many children and 

advancing the pro-natalistic agenda, during 1970-1980 the evening out between families of 

conditions where children grew up was seen as important. During the fourth stage, from year 

1990 onwards, family policy measures were expanded to cover all families in the society. 
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Simultaneously, a change could be observed in family policy. The amount of special support 

grew. When in 1989 family policy special support was granted to two groups, in the 1992 

legislation the groups totalled eight. Special support was granted, among others, to child 

invalids, HIV-children, orphans or single mothers who were growing up in children’s homes or 

boarding schools. (Prokofyeva et al. 1998, 90-95.)  

The concept of special families in need of aid was first defined in the Soviet Union in 1944, 

when single mothers were granted financial aid and mothers with more than six children 

started receiving honorary medals, but it was only during the 1970’s and 1980’s when different 

groups of families were defined more widely, and the categories of families with a poor 

economic standing (1974), child-invalid families (1979), additional support for families with 

children in distant and unfavourable areas” (1984), maintenance liability families and families 

where a parent is disregarding maintenance liability (1986) were introduced. The position of 

single mothers was again taken up with changes in legislation in 1981, when aid directed at 

them also rose. (Voronova 2005; Prokofyeva et al. 1998, 92.)  Nowadays, families with many 

children are supported in Russian family policy, among other things, with free school 

transportation and school lunches and fuel aid (On State Assistance to Families with Many 

Children 1999). 

 

During recent times an increase in fertility has again been set as a goal in Russian family policy. 

Zakharov (2007) writes about the third wave of pronatalism, beginning in 2007. “Maternity 

capital” -law was established 2007. According to it, every child had after the first child entitles 

the family to a donation of 250 000 roubles, which the parents, chiefly the mother, can use for 
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the child’s education, housing or their own pension. Then, in 2008, Russia re-established the 

Soviet medal system, but the grounds for granting medals were changed. Now a medal is 

granted to the mother or the father after the fourth child, given the parent has raised their 

children in a socially responsible way, led a healthy life, cared for their children in the proper 

way and supported the spiritual-mental development [nrastvenny-duhovny] of the children. 

The medals are an example of the population policy goal of strengthening the family unit. 

Another example of this goal is the year of the family, celebrated in 2008, during which the 

family was celebrated all over Russia with marriage celebrations, among other things 

(http://www.semya2008.ru). A statement was made during the opening ceremonies of the 

year, according to which families with many children will solve the Russian population problem 

(Patsiorkovski 2009). 

 

Pronatalist changes can also be perceived on the vocabulary level. The first Conception of the 

federal population policy was formulated in 2003, and the goals were sharpened in the 2007. 

The vocabulary in the new population policy conception resembles that used by the Russian 

Orthodox Church. As an example, the new population policy conception (2007) presents as 

one goal “the strengthening of the family institution” so that the “spiritual-mental traditions” 

(duhovny-nravstvenny traditsii) of the family are secured. In the 2003 conception in contrast, 

traditional family values are not discussed. 

 

The targets of the earlier population policy conception (2003) are focused on increasing the 

average number of children in families. The text presents as a goal families having three or 
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four children instead of only one or two. In addition to this, the conception of population 

policy states:” 

 

[the goal is...to shape] the orientation or children, teenagers and youth towards a “complete family” 

(polnaja semja) with two or more children.” 

 

The direction of the goals is clearly expressed in the last sentence: complete families with two 

or more children. This goal has been focused to an extent where the new population policy 

conception (2007) underlines the importance of complete families. The similar language is 

used by in a December text by the patriarch Aleksey II where he states that “the state will see 

to reviving family values and overcoming the demographic crisis”, and that “a devaluation of 

the family institution can be observed across world. The numbers of marriages are going down 

and the numbers of single parent families are increasing.” The population policy conception 

communicates the same through its goals of complete families and the securing of “the 

spiritual-mental traditions of the family”. In this message, single parenthood is viewed as a 

negative thing. 

 

In contemporary policy programs, families with many children are often included in the 

category of problem families. The following array of defined families can be found in the data: 

problem family (problemnaja semja), crisis family (kriznaja semja), single parent family 

(nepolnaja semja), family with many children (mnogodetnaja semja), family of a poor 
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economic standing (maloobespetshennaja semja). These groups are seen to be associated with 

both social and economical risks that are frequently of a cumulative nature. 

 

 

Data 

 

The data is composed of three types of material: 1) federal policy programs, laws concerning 

family support 2) presidential speeches concerning fertility and 3) interviews with family 

workers engaged in practical work. In addition to having done interviews, I have observed 

discussions on the family in educational seminars in Russian Karelia by Russian men and 

women who are engaged in family work.  

 

Policy programs total eight and they have been enforced since 1995 up to this day. The laws 

reach up to year 2008. Ten interviews were conducted in Russian Karelia during summer 2008, 

and five observation sessions were held during 2005-2008 in Sortavala, Kontupohja, Suojärvi, 

Petrozavodsk and Pitkäranta. 

 

I shall advance with the analysis on two levels, both of which shall produce its own kind of 

information. Federal-level texts and presidential speeches create a framework for public 

administration rhetoric: the framework establishes the concepts that are used when discussing 
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family in Russia, and what is the family- and population policy logic of the state. Family 

workers of a practical level solve problems concerning families on a practical level. They either 

do or do not take advantage of concepts and logic offered by federal policy programs.  

 

In public administration language, established concepts such as ”enforcing the family” and 

”social orphan-hood”, are typically used. These concepts are used in argumentation by the 

authorities, and they are familiar to the public, but their content remains ambiguous. At the 

same time, they play a great role in argumentation process, as these concepts condition to the 

certain meanings that, in turn,  serve the policy objection. 

 

This is why I have asked from Russian professionals working with families what certain 

established terms mean from the practical family work point of view. This is how the 

interviews clarify concepts and their contents and meanings.  

 

Different Russian administrative regions have different ways of dealing with problems 

concerning the family. This is why there can be great differences in attitudes towards work and 

speech by family workers in Russian Karelia and for example Mid-Asia. Differences in average 

family sizes alone give rise to such differences. I will put Russian Karelian family professionals’ 

speech of families in that Russian European context, where fertility is particularly low, only 1.2 

children per one woman of a fertile age. In these regions, programs protecting families and 

increasing fertility have often been put into place. Analysing speech by those who work with 
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families comes with another caveat: the interviews actually only reveal the opinions of the 

interviewees. 

 

In my article I shall analyse rhetoric by the administration and especially arguments that seek 

to justify something. By “rhetoric”, I mean speech, as well as choices concerning contents and 

form of speech, that aim for certain action or propensity to act, or for the justification or 

rejection of certain controversial statement. (Olbrechts-Tyteca & Perelman 1971; Perelman 

2007, 16,19; Summa 1989; Vuori 2004). The three principal concepts of rhetoric are ethos, 

pathos and logos. Ethos refers to what kind of picture of themselves the speaker or writer is 

communicating, pathos refers to the emotional means that are used, and logos refers to the 

rational arguments used. (Vuori 2004,101-102.)  In this article, I shall focus on both the logos 

and pathos, how emotional and rational arguments are used together when it is the case of 

the desirable state of affairs, value-based speech. 

 

 

Threats to the family: social and economical problems 

 

I will next examine what issues are seen as threats to the Russian family according to 

document data and interviews. Main threats are economical and social in nature. Economical 

and social problems are culminated in both documents as well as in interviews with those 

working with families as lack of time that is faced by parents in their struggle for their everyday 
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livelihood. A federal child policy text discusses economical, political and cultural changes that 

are viewed as bad concerning children: 

 

“The changes in Russian economy, politics and cultural life that have taken place during the recent years 

have had a great impact on families who normally provide a foundation for the security and sense of 

security for children. These changes have mandated a rapid change in the survival strategies of families. 

Here, a rise has been given to many difficult issues that require problem-solving not only in families but 

also in national bodies and on the non-governmental organization level.” (Federal child policy) 

 

The quotation reveals societal changes have touched upon all families so that their position 

has been weakened. The severe economic depression of 1998 is mentioned as one reason for 

the poor situation of families (e.g. World Bank 2005). Families have had to navigate through 

changing and uncertain situations. Those working with families highlight the time of 

perestroika: even though working hard was necessary even before it, there was nevertheless 

job security, and parents had time for their children. The policy document concerning the 

position of children in Russia discussed previously, continues with the following: 

”The execution of the task of bringing up children in a full way poses a great challenge for families. 

Parents have less time than before for bringing up children firstly because fulfilling the needs of the 

family requires extra work, and secondly because the tasks of the family again include work that used to 

be performed by services external to the family.” (Fundamental Directions of State Social Policy for 

Improving the Position of Children in the Russian Federation to the year 2000.) 
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Tasks that have again become the responsibility of the family supposedly refer to the 

Soviet system, where children were cared for socially so that the state offered services 

concerning child care and the upbringing of children, and where communities brought 

up their children. The gender strategy (2002), in turn, practically blames the Soviet 

system for its destructive effect on the family institution. Here, as well as in other 

documents, it is possible to observe that policy programs and documents emphasize 

different things, which occasionally gives rise to inconsistencies between the two. These 

inconsistencies reveal that the history of the country has had its effect on both families 

and the culture of bringing up children. As services related to bringing up children are 

no longer available as readily today when compared with the past, bringing up children 

and the responsibility for it have become important themes that are ambiguously 

discussed from various angles in the documents. 

The people working with families that I interviewed largely use language similar to that 

found in policy programs. Even though they use the same vocabulary as that found in 

policy programs, they nevertheless view the situations of families on an individual 

family level, with a sense of compassion (see e.g. Kulmala 2008). Herein lies an 

interesting difference between the document level and the expert level: documents tend 

to shed responsibility for the bringing up of children in an exemplary way and for the 

consequences of the social effects of the economic situation on parents, unlike 

professionals working with families do. 

The documents seem to present that economic scarcity leads to the deterioration of the 

culture of bringing up children and the possibilities for parents to properly bring up children, as 
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the following quotation illustrates. The claimed connection between pedagogical basis and 

economic scarcity presented therein is not further elaborated on. The consequences of the 

deteriorated of the culture of bringing up children is, however, vigorously discussed. In the 

text, these consequences include the alarmingly lowering health of youth, and increasing 

substance abuse and crime. 

 

”Social and economical problems in the Russian society have substantially deteriorated the family 

institution and the pedagogical basis for the family institution. The end result of this process can be seen 

as an increase in the number of neglected and homeless children, an increase in the use of illegal 

substances, different psycho-tropical substances and alcohol amongst children and teenagers, and 

further an increase in crimes committed by underage children. In the last ten years, the number of 

youth suffering from drug abuse has increased to 17-fold.” (Federal Target Program on Russian Children 

for 2003-2006)  

 

As has been noted, economic scarcity is discussed in the documents, and it is stated to have 

negative effects concerning the family. In contrast, “social problems” remain a more vague 

concept and are not further elaborated on. In the previous quotation, the development from 

social and economical problems to an increasing criminality is presented as a process. It is 

essential to note that a phase, where the possibilities for the family institution to properly 

bring up children (pedagogical basis) is deteriorated, is placed in between social and 

economical problems and an increase in crime. Thus, it is implied that economic problems are 

not alone the reason for the misery of families, but the slipping of the grip on raising children 

by parents has also lead to the problems of families. Even more essential it is to note that the 
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afore-described problems are associated with a specific group of families, which in Russian 

documents are categorized as “problem families”. 

 

Problem family and crisis family refer to social and economical problems arising in specific 

high-risk families, but they do not necessarily refer to a societal problem also. In contrast the 

expression “a family of a poor economic standing” does not carry this ambiguity with it, as the 

one and possibly only problem this family faces is that it does not have enough money. As 

Iarskaia-Smirnova and Romanov (2004) write, economic speech is often value-neutral. In 

contrast, speech on the effect on children of the deterioration of the family institution’s 

possibilities to properly bring up children is not neutral.  

 

Policy programs do not define problem families, they are merely listed. This led me to 

investigate further in interviews with family workers what kinds of families actually constitute 

problem families – firstly, how they differ from “families of a poor economic standing”, and 

secondly, in which types of families the issue of parent not having enough time for their 

children is grappled with: 

 

Q: What family types most typically face these problems? 

A: Probably these problems arise in all family types. All families with children have to undergo similar 

challenges and pretty much in a structured order. It is then worthwhile thinking what is the interaction 

like between children, and further, what is grandparents spending time with children like, particularly 
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what is children’s relationship with their grandmothers like. Of course, when the mother is a single 

parent and alone responsible for the upbringing of children, the coordination of work and caring for 

children  becomes problematic. Somebody will have to provide for the family. The mother is supposed 

to be in two different places at the same time. 

 

The quotation reveals that those who work with families see all families encountering 

problems when children are being brought up. Policy programs that portray the Russian family 

in a rather negative light, as if all families were problematic, also contain a sense of this. When 

I asked a priest working with families what ordinary families are like, he cried out the answer: 

“There is no such thing!” 

 

The internal interaction within the family tells much about the social security of the family. 

Also the interaction between grandparents and grandchildren is included in interaction within 

the family. The breaking of the bond between generations is also associated with the fear of 

the deterioration of the family institution (Gauthier 1996, 23). The Russian mother and her 

children and the child’s grandmother have always worked tightly together: especially during 

the Soviet era the mother had ties with his mother or mother-in-law. Grandmothers would 

assume the responsibility of bringing up the grandchild while the mother was at work. During 

the Soviet era, grandmothers thus made possible mothers working and getting on their own 

feet (Rotkirch 2000; 2004, 166). 
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There is now a desire to strengthen this cross-generational family order. In St. Petersburg, an 

activity called a bridge between generations has been organized. The objective of the activity 

is the maintaining of ties between generations. A social pedagogue that I interviewed, was 

enthused to lengthily explain how “the reinforcing of the family” first and foremost means a 

discussion between different generations: 

 

”And I feel that when we continue the line of generations, when we show children how we take care of 

our own parents, grandmothers and grandfathers, then through our own action we ingrain the same 

pattern of action in our own children towards their parents - ourselves.” (Interview 6, Petrozavodsk, 

woman) 

 

 

Threats to the family: common-law marriages, divorce and single parenthood 

 

The speech on the superiority of marriages to common-law marriages also seems to emphasize 

strong ties between people. Life as a single woman without children puts a mark that is even 

worse than that of the single parent on the Russian woman  (Rotkirch 2008). Common-law 

marriages are discussed as parallel to marriages, however something in the following 

quotations leads one to believe that they are not entirely equal institutions after all: 
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”Compared to year 1990 the number of registered common-law marriages has decreased to a nearly 

third by year 2000. Young couples increasingly refuse to officially marry. –“ (The Conception of the 

Demographic Policy of Russia Until 2015)  

 

The expression ”refusing to marry” reveals the normative position of marriage. Living in a 

common-law marriage could be described more neutrally, like “established a common-law 

marriage” (see Perelman 2007, 42). Because of this reason, I wanted to establish the view of 

those working with families on the relationship between marriage and common-law marriage: 

 

Q: Are these unions not equal after all? 

A: It is true, but the parties have practically nothing to do with one another. They are like neighbours 

living in the same address and cohabitants put together  by law. As spouses, they have no rights or 

responsibilities whatsoever, because they are not husband and wife. I would really like to emphasize 

how the tendency today favours the establishing of common-law marriages: it liberates youth somehow 

from all responsibility that comes with marriage. Youth can live together for a while, but as soon as they 

notice that they don’t fit together, separation will not require any extra arrangements by them. 

(Interview 7, Sortavala, woman.) 

 

The majority of those working with families viewed common-law marriage as a good solution, 

as long as the arrangement was not prolonged to span several years. Common-law marriage is 

a sort of a contemplation period preceding marriage, that, according to one interviewee, lasts 

“a year or two, but not decades”. 
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The data shows that both policy programs as well as interviews with those working with 

families contain the notion that marriage is somehow superior to other forms of cohabitation. 

According to the interviewees, marriage is a meter for the balance of family life, and for the 

expectation of its continuity.  Common-law marriage and marriage can in principle be viewed 

as parallel to one another, but increasingly the youth in particular will only try out 

cohabitation, which does not necessarily lead to marriage. Even though a child was born into 

the family, only after marriage the man, woman, and child form “a real family”. 

 

Russian men form their first marriage at 24 years of age on average, women at 22. During the 

last decade, the propensity to form marriages has decreased, and the average age of forming 

the first one has increased. (Zakharov 2008.) The year of the family 2008 with its celebrations 

of marriage shows in statistics as an increased number of marriages (Rosstat). A low average 

age (Zakharov 2008; Therborn 2005,183) when forming the first marriage is an eastern-

European feature. In Western Europe, behaviour concerning the forming of marriages was that 

of a high average age when getting married, and a long period when the partners continued to 

live separately. The Soviet Union reinforced the tendency to get married early: among other 

things, marriage was required in the Soviet Union before one could sign up for the line for 

accommodation (Salmi 2006, 2000), thus shaping family models. Rupturing concerning the 

institution of marriage has decreased the difference of the average ages of getting married 

between western countries and eastern Europe to two years, when in little less than a decade 

ago the difference was six years (Therborn 2005, 182-187). Regardless of having recognized 
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this rupturing, the makers of policy programs are concerned over the decrease in the number 

of marriages. 

 

In addition to marriages going up in numbers, the number of divorces has also gone up. The 

concern regarding marriages however is different from that regarding divorces. Children in 

divorce families are viewed as suffering from anti-social behaviour. Earlier samples of text 

reveal that the decrease in the number of marriages and the thought of the deterioration of 

the family institution are viewed as connected. In a certain excerpt a social pedagogue said 

that unregistered cohabitation indicates an unwillingness by youth to assume responsibility. 

The theme of responsibility can be observed to an extent in the following excerpt from 

authorities, even though the concept of responsibility has been hidden behind those of 

pedagogical and psychological abilities. The deteriorations of both health culture and the 

culture of bringing up children are discussed in Russian policy program. In particular, speeches 

regarding the rejuvenating of health culture refer to the ability of citizens to assume the 

responsibility for themselves (see Larivaara 2008). 

 

”Attention should also be paid to enhancing parents’ pedagogical and psychological ability (culture). 

Particularly in those families where the parents are about to split, lead anti-social lifest etc. the children 

are in a difficult social-psychological situation.” (Federal Target Program on Russian Children for 2003-

2006) 
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The sociologist Konovalova (2004, 77) writes that the biggest problem of single parent families 

is the absence of the income of the other parent. Konovalova however does not only view 

poor livelihood as the sole problem of single parent families, but there are also problems 

regarding the upbringing of the child: when the other parent is missing from the family, the 

child will lack the role model normally offered by the other parent. In places the Russian 

population scientific discourse supports, as it does here, the model provided by the federation 

of the Russian family and its values.  Single parenthood is defined as an undesirable state of 

affairs from the point of view of the state, as the population policy conception discusses the 

increase in the number of “complete families” as a desired development. Single parent families 

can also be viewed as a burden to the state budget, and children of single parents can be 

viewed as more prone to engaging in crime, even though according to Iarskaia-Smirnova & 

Romanov (2004) according to one study 1.5% of criminals come from single parent familes. 

Also other contrary research data exists: children of single parent families are more likely start 

up their own businesses. The reason for this is according to researchers, basing the argument 

on qualitative data, that single parent families often lack an authoritative father. 

Grandmothers and mothers, who cared for the children, had a softer touch on upbringing. 

(Semenova & Thompson 2004, 143.) 

 

 

A two-sided attitude towards having many children 
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Attwood (1990) writes, albeit he does not mention what his observations are based on, that 

the norm of two or three children seems to be the ideal in Russia from both a quantitative as 

well as qualitative population policy points of view. According to him, only children families are 

thought to be pampered and because of this, self-centred, when in overly large families 

children are seen to receive too little attention from adults. This is also what the interviewees 

said. Three-children families are according to Attwood seen also as progressing the 

psychological health of the nation. The goal of two or three children appears as politically 

important, as on one hand the goal of two children would increase the number of children in 

Russia’s European territories, but on the other hand, it would decrease the average family size 

in Russia’s mid-Asian territories (Attwood 1990, 5.) The view is not uniform however, as 

according to one view, it would be specifically these population-rich territories of Russia that 

could solve the country’s demographic problem (Patsiorkovski & Patsiorkovskaja 2009, 121). 

 

Having the third child is a remote thought to Russians on average, as the majority of women of 

a fertile age only give birth to one child. The attitude towards large families amongst people 

and professionals is two-sided to say the least. 

 

Q: What types of families will more children be born into? 

A: We have done this work already for 14 years and it can be said that children are concentrated in 

families where parents have not received proper education. Surely we encounter families were the 

children are cared for, and where the parents have good positions, and they have an established level of 
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income, and therefore the living conditions are superb. But these families only have 1-2 children, 

unfortunately. (Interview 9, Petrozavodsk, woman) 

 

Russians almost uniformly agree that two children in the family is the ideal number. The ideal 

of two children thus cuts across all layers in the society: it is discussed in policy programs, and 

amongst mothers, women and sexual- and family experts. (see. e.g. Rotkirch & Kesseli 2008; 

Larivaara 2008). When discussing in Sortavala with three people working with families, a 

lawyer, a psychologist and a marriage official at the same time, I asked their opinion on the 

proper number of children. The answers, that numbered two, were followed by silence and a 

few nods. One child is too few, three is already too many. 

 

When communism and the Soviet discourse idolized hero mothers with ten children (Ivanov & 

Vichnevsky & Zakharov 2006; Rotkirch 2000), nowadays the ideal family size has decreased. 

Russians have few children, but they wish for more. The hope for more children, most often a 

second and sometimes a third, comes forward in both interview research (Kesseli et al 2005, 

15,36) and autobiographies (Haavio-Mannila & Rotkirch 2004). The decision on the third child 

feels, however as Rotkirch (2007) writes, to be a mixture of luxury and threat. Russian policy 

programs define families with many children as one risk family group, as they easily attract 

economic and social risks. Messages concerning a third child in the family are therefore 

internally inconsistent already in Russian population policy. 
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I asked about families with many children from social pedagogues and other people working 

with families, since policy programs only tell that economic and social concerns are associated 

with families with many children or “families with a few children”. 

 

Q: What then are the problems of families with many children? 

A: As an example, we received today a child from a family of seven children. The family is splitting up, 

and of course we face here the economic side of things. It is pointless to expect alimony, the man will 

hide. The family lives in a suburb that lacks professional aid who’d know what they’re doing, and 

therefore the children too are beyond the reach of aid. A child was once received from a suburb, there’s 

an example of the child starting the first class of school. Whatever the parents are like, the children 

anyway experience the distance and time away from their parents as difficult, they miss them. Then 

there’s the issue of no jobs, or then the wages are miniscule. (Interview 9, Petrozavodsk, woman) 

 

In population policy goals then two- and three-children families are presented as a 

suitable development in fertility, but in practice having the third child is unrealistic, and 

the reproduction choice is about the second child.  

 

The position of families with many children in family policy is interesting. Large 

families are a goal for population policy. But are large families a population policy goal 

only when the children are being born into middle class families? The documents would 

support this internally inconsistent message. Particularly the population policy 

conceptions highlight quantitative goals as far as population is concerned. On the other 

hand, for example the Russian children –program discusses qualitative goals: the 
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population situation is seen to improve with the help of intellectual potential. Therefore 

able children need to be provided social aid. The program states the following: 

 

”When consistent action is taken to improve the position of children, this can not but lead to the 

demographic improvement of the country, the strengthening the intellectual potential of the 

community.” (Federal Target Program on Russian Children for 2003-2006.) 

 

Another example of the conflict between qualitative and quantitative population policy is that 

policy programs discuss problems accumulated in families with many children, and those 

working with families often say that families with many children are families often of a low 

education. Qualitative population policy goals in Russia are not developing as strongly as 

quantitative goals, because if we observe the goals of the population policy program, 

increasing fertility presents itself as politically more important a goal than the solving of 

problems with well-being in families. 

 

Conclusions 

 

In its goal of more children born, the current family policy continues along Soviet lines. These 

types of pro-natalistic aspirations have strengthened from before during the 2000’s , which can 

be seen, among other things, in the drafting of family policy programs and the updating of 

family policy in a swift schedule, and in the Year of the Family- and Parents’ Honorary Medal –

institutions, which continue the Soviet way of rewarding parents with many children.  In 
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addition to traditional action being taken, conservative vocabulary is being used in family and 

population policy. The nuclear family is cherished as the basic unit, and traditional family 

values are called for. Vocabulary used by the Orthodox Church can be observed in population 

policy by the state. A conservative attitude in policy can also be seen in shedding responsibility 

on citizens for both bringing up children as well as for their own well-being. Even though the 

population policy continues Soviet population policy traditions, it nevertheless differs from the 

traditions of the early Soviet Union. Before the Stalin era, marriage as an institution was being 

dismantled, and single parenthood was viewed favourably, unlike today. 

 

Policy programs communicate that the Russian family institution has a problem, but the family 

as an institution can also solve it. As the family institution is to be reinforced, there is a threat 

to it. According to the authorities, threats against the family include social and economic 

problems faced by families, that weaken families’ possibilities to bring up children even so 

much that the number of “social orphans” is increasing and children are being adopted 

abroad. Even though it would not come to as bad as this, social and economic problems have 

an adverse effect on fertility. Threats against the family nevertheless communicate the fear 

that the family institution will crumble and fertility will not turn upwards. 

 

The frequency of mentions on the family in policy programs can also be viewed as hope for 

family to be citizens’ first community. This also points to a special family citizenship, where the 

tight ties between families and a sense of belonging are emphasized. This is why also family 

relations that cross generations are cherished. The state would prefer that the family – the two 
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parents, that is – to be responsible for themselves and offspring. How responsibility is divided 

within the family will remain an issue to be solved within the family. Often, responsibility 

means an invisible father and a responsible mother. When the family is the first caring 

community of the citizen, the need for state intervention is lowered. On the other hand the 

documents leave a sense that rhetorical intervention is easily accepted in Russia when family 

values are concerned. These rhetoric interventions can be seen, for example, in policy 

programs naming groups of problem families who need special care, so that the mothers 

would not suffer from “a low pedagogical culture” or that children living in divorce situations 

would not encounter “anti-social behaviour”. These rhetoric interventions supposedly are an 

easier way “to strengthen the family institution” than financial intervention would be. 

 

Ponukalin (2004) states that the central challenge for Russia is the even distributing of well-

being, that is to say of education and health. Now however there is a sense that the increasing 

of fertility is the most central goal of population policy. This suggests that the most important 

interests in politics are first those of the state, and then of the family. Well-being is being 

distributed to families by the state so that fertility would be increased. As a by-product, 

families receive well-being. It nevertheless has to be pointed out that those working with 

families on a practical level do not emphasize the benefit of the state, even though their 

language contains population policy concepts that are familiar from policy programs. 

 

The diminishing of the role of the state as far as producing well-being is concerned has led to 

costs and responsibilities falling on households and relatives. For single parents this means 
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economic dependency from their relatives. State aid is not sufficient and fathers are seen as 

running away from their responsibilities. Due to economic scarcity, the single parent has to 

sometimes move in with their parents and relatives (Iarskaia-Smirnova 2004). The decreasing 

of the number of day-care services has put families in problems. At the same time, 

governmental texts call for the “educational and psychological ability” of families expressly, 

and not for example that of parents. The recognizing of economic and social difficulties, but 

the simultaneous appealing unto the responsibility of the family may very well reveal that the 

role of the state as a producer of well-being is diminishing, and that this diminished role is 

being legitimized. 

 

A central feature in Russian population policy is that it communicates conflicting messages 

about its goals. This is particularly the case with the issue of having many children. On one 

hand, having many children is a stigma, and families with many children are seen as 

accumulating social and economic problems. On the other hand, more children should be born 

and specifically the number of families with many children should increase. Which then is the 

more dominant population policy goal, the qualitative or quantitative development of the 

population? The direction in Russia is clear, as the state is increasingly striving for a larger 

population, however there is a wish that children would be born into good, socially responsible 

families. It will be interesting to see whether the pro-natalistic family policy will change the 

current rhetoric concerning problem families. 
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